From here to there.
Chapter IV
From here to there.
From time to time the pseudo-intellectuals: some rope goat or some wolf invent some method (scam)
almost always populist character to maintain agglutinated and occupied the sheep’s. That is why from a
time here we can see movements of animals from one farm to another. Farms with names like:
capitalism, socialism, fascism, communism, neoliberalism (feudalism à la carte) and the best of all
nationalism. Yes, because a nationalist sheep is the most docile and easy to manipulate animal that
exists. It is also the last appeal of the pseudo-intellectuals and only a stay on the farm is applied
nationalist to sheep's with which everything else was tried and did not work. On the nationalist farm
there are classes of sum (ewes together and you will be great again) subtraction (if you are not like me
you are a bad patriot) multiplication (export of pride made in great again) and division (Balkanization).
Yes, if with all the above they can not control you, they balkanize you. It will always be easier handle
few sheep’s that large quantities. The only problem with the above are the same animals of always:
crazy goats that thing that never tires of annoying and asking:
why? for what? and for what?..

With which it was necessary to create all kinds of plot classes, conspiracies and deceptions for keep
any troublemaker at bay. Some of you will think that we the animals forgot mention the executioners
(those who execute the violent orders of the wolves) but no, we did not forget. It turns out that this is a
faction of pigs that has existed since unmemorable times, precisely these are the ones in charge of
eradicating and correcting any sheep with looks of goat.
They define themselves as saviors, defenders of citizenship and farm (nation), agents of animal public
order. Their slogan is among others to serve and protect. From time to time the society only tells to
them in affection manner (Animals!). They are famous for their gala costumes adorned with manacles,
firearms (a machine that gives away bullets) as if this were candies, grenades (very fashionable to
dissolve crowds) and all kinds of stars, colored figures, olive leaves and another kind of paraphernalia
that only they know what it means. Pigs at last they only think about eating no matter who or what.
They are usually loyal to the wolves and loved by the sheep (a the force). Such a subclass of pigs
generates all kinds of messes and discomfort and that's when spontaneously a radical goat appears
(pissed off) that toxic animal of which it is not good to talk a lot since it is taboo subject in most of the
farms. Then there is a fight in the farm, always the worst part is the sheep as usual.
The fights are like a all inclusive buffet, have everything. At first everything starts with goats insulting
pigs, pigs chasing goats and sheep watching, yes because the sheep only look. Almost always (they do
not observe) because it is not the same. They only look at their Smartphones (a kind of oracle) that if it
tells you something is bad, it's bad and if it does not exist, it does not exist, it also tells you if it's going
to rain or snow and if you make a mistake then you do not know how to use it, will tell you a Hipster
sheep. It also tells you what to eat and how cool or trendy you look. Of If you are not happy with your
appearance, you can change it as if a magic mirror were. this thing falls into the denomination of
machines but we still do not get there.
Meanwhile the conflict continues on the farm and the tension increases, if the thing gets very sour the
subclass of pigs affectionately nicknamed animals go out to correct the rioters either in the street or in
the field after all is their farm, well they only administer and impart (justice) the property is always
linked to one or several wolves.
The riot coming soon...
You will see!
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